• Hwk #2 is out. Due Monday, Oct. 21st, 11am, CMS.

• **NOTE: Soln. will be out on Tuesday, Oct. 22nd, at noon. NO LATE SUBMISSIONS AFTER THAT!!!!!!!!!!**

• Comment, question #2, Hwk #2. Break ties in alphabetical order.

• Reminder: CS-4701 project proposals due Monday, Nov 21st, by midnight, CMS. Just submit one copy per group.

• Reminder: Midterm, Thursday, Oct. 24, 7:30pm – 9:30pm, Room: Uris Hall G01

• Office hours, see web page.
Schedule till midterm --- 10/24/13

- So far, Intro & History AI, Recent Milestones, Agents (Rationality, Utility), Problem Solving (Search spaces, state evaluation functions), Uninformed Search (DFS/BFS/Uniform cost/bidirectional), Informed Search (A*, $f(n) = g(n) + h(n)$, optimality, heuristics), Local search (simulated annealing / properties, GAs).

- Next: (1) Adversarial/Multi-agent Search (Chapt. 5 R&N) (2) Constraint Satisfaction/ CSP (Chapt. 6 R&N)

- Hwk #2, out before break; due 10/21/13. Useful practice for midterm.
CS-4701 Projects

• See CS-4701 website. URL:
  
  http://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/CS4701/2013fa/

• Project proposal due:
  
  Monday, Oct. 21\textsuperscript{th}, by midnight CMS.

Looking for team members / other questions:

email: selman@cs.cornell.edu

In subject line:  CS-4701 [topic]
Announcements:

--- CS-4700 web page up.

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/CS4700/2013fa/

--- Still some course enroll issues. Waiting list in works.
Announcements:

--- Midterm
Thursday, Oct. 24, 7:30pm – 9:30pm
Room: Uris Hall G01

See http://registrar.sas.cornell.edu/Sched/PRELF.html

--- Final Exam
Friday, Dec. 13, 2013, 2:00pm --- 4:30pm
(room TBA)

See http://registrar.sas.cornell.edu/Sched/EXFA.html

Google query: cornell exam roster